
Mention of Anxiety and Depress*©0 

F R I L N D O is an Australian-developed, world-leading psychological resilience building program 

designed to combat anxiety and depression. It is based on a firm theoretical model derived from cogni

tive behaviour therapy and has been rigorously tested both in Australia and overseas using randomised 

control studies across a range of age groups and ethnic and social backgrounds. 

FRIENDS helps 
children aged 7-

yOUth aged 

While FRIENDS is often used as a 
treatment protocol by qualified clini
cians, its design has been specifically 
tailored to suit a school-based whole-
of-grade approach as part of a 
personal development teaching syl
labus. FRIENDS takes only 10 class 
periods to complete and is able to be 
run by a school's regular teachers in 
normal class times. This results in a 
sustainable life-skills program that 
only costs the school a moderate one-
off outlay for group training and the 
program manual which contains black-
line photocopy masters, suggested 
scripts, as well as ideas and points to 
note when conducting discussions. 

-11 years & 

12-16 years 

to gain skills such as: 

Dealing with difficulties 

Recognising signs of anxiety 

Relaxation techniques 

Positive thinking 

Problem solving 

Emotional resilience 

Using peer support 

Conflict resolution 

The Friends For Children and Friends For Youth are both available 

in a sample pack of materials at a cost of $69.30ea (within Australia 

including postage), and $85 (for Overseas including postage). 
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Psychiatry, Psychology and Law 
Currently among the top three law journals for membership in Australia, Psychiatry, 
Psychology and Law is rapidly becoming a driving force behind the up-to-date examination 
or forensic issues in psychiatry and psychology. It is a fully refereed journal with outstand
ing academic and professional representation on its editorial board and is aimed at health, 
behaviour and legal professionals as well as students. 

Behaviour Change 
Long regarded as a leader in its field, Behaviour Change, is devoted to the publication 
of high quality research on the application of behavioural and cognitive-behavioural 

principles and techniques to the assessment and treatment of a wide variety of health, 
psychiatric, social, organisational, community and educational problems. It is a fully ref

ereed journal with an international editorial board. 

Criminology 
For over thirty years, the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology has been 

presenting a professional eclectic approach to the respected tertiary field of criminol
ogy by promoting quality research and debate on crime and criminal justice. The jour

nals hign editorial standards are supported by peer review and an impressive editorial 
board. A diversity of theoretical and methodological articles are well complimented by 

reviews of contemporary issues and special topic features such as "History and Crime" 
and "Indigenous Crime and Justice". Disciplines covered by the journal include psychol

ogy, law, politics, history, sociology and the forensic sciences. 

Brain Impairment 
The official journal of the distinguished Australian Society for 

the Study of Brain Impairment (ASSBI), Brain Impairment builds on 25 
years of quality study and practice in all disciplines seeking 

to improve the quality of life for people with brain impairment. Brain 
Impairment is a truly multidisciplinary journal covering neurology, neuropsy

chology, psychiatry, clinical psychology, neuropathology, occupational thera
py, physiotherapy, speech pathology and anatomy. Brain Impairment is fully 

peer-reviewed with an impressive international Editorial Board. 

Audiology 
Since 1979, the Australian Journal of Audiology has been showcasing 

scientific articles offering original contributions to the field of audiol
ogy in such diverse areas as clinical practice, cochlear implants, psy-

choacoustics, speech perception, paediatric assessment and habilitation. 
It is a fully refereed journal with an international editorial board and 
publishes manuscripts in various formats including research reports, case 

studies and review articles. 

Australian Voice 
Launched in 1995 with the support of the prestigious Queensland 

Conservatorium of Musk, Australian Voice presents articles from 
leading singing teachers and voice practitioners around the world. 

Articles cover such fields as voice science and physiology, vocal peda
gogy, music literature, and performance practice and style. All arti

cles accepted are subject to a blind review process and rep
resent as broad a collection of subjects as possible. 

Clinical Hypnotherapy and Hypnosis 
The Australian Journal of Clinical Clinical 

Hypnotherapy and Hypnosis is dedicated to advancing the 
art, science and practice of hypnosis. This interdiscipli

nary journal publishes clinical, research, review, theoret
ical, and historical articles dealing with the professional 

application of hypnosis and hypnotherapy. All submissions 
are reviewed by members of the international editorial 

board and selected reviewers. 
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Important — Instructions for Authors 

1. To be reviewed for possible publication in this 
journal all authors must follow the instruc
tions below and submit their manuscript to: 

Dr Robyn Gillies, 
School of Education 
The University of Queensland 
Brisbane QLD 4072, Australia 

All articles are refereed. Papers submitted to 
the journal must not previously have been 
published nor submitted for publication to 
any other journal. 

2. Contributions should follow the general style 
described in the Publication Manual of the 
American Psychological Association, (5th ed., 
2001), except that spelling should conform to 
The Macquarie Dictionary (3rd ed. rev.). For 
matters of style not covered in these two pub
lications the Style Manual for Authors, 
Editors and Printers (6th ed., Wiley) should be 
consulted. 

3. A computer disk (PC or Mac), together with 
an original (and two anonymous copies for 
referees), should be submitted. Material on 
the disk should correspond exactly to the 
printout. It should be doublespaced, on one 
side of A4 paper, with minimum margins of 
20 mm on the left and 35 mm on the right. 
Uncommon abbreviations should be ex
plained. On no account should anything be 
underlined unless it is desired that it be print
ed in italics. Full stops should not be used 
in abbreviations or contractions (e.g. NSW). 
A word count should be provided. 

4. Under the title of the article only the names of 
the authors appear. Qualifications, present 
appointments, and postal and email addresses 
should be given as a separate first page. 

5. Tables should be printed at the end of the 
manuscript (not in the main text) and includ
ed on the disk. Their approximate positions in 
the text should be indicated by the words: 
"Table X about here". Horizontal and verti
cal lines should be used sparingly. Figures 
should be supplied as hard copy only unless 
they can be provided in Adobe Illustrator, EPS 
or TIFF formats. They should be presented as 
Laser or photographic bromide output at a 
minimum print density of 600 dpi and should 
not include shaded areas of grey, but instead 
use repeated patterns of lines or crosses to dis
tinguish for example different bars on a 
graph. Print outs should be included after the 
tables, and their approximate positions also 
indicated in the text as above. The figures 

should be preceded by a page listing figure 
numbers and titles and should be numbered 
on the back with figure number, title of article 
and name of author(s). 

6. Use double quotation marks to introduce a 
word or phrase used as an ironic comment, as 
slang, or as an invented or coined expression. 
Use quotation marks for the first time the word 
or phrase is used; thereafter, do not use quota
tion marks. Do not use double quotation 
marks to introduce a technical or key term. 
Instead, underline the term. 

7. Do not use any footnotes. Endnotes should 
be kept to a minimum and listed at the end of 
the text under the centred heading 'NOTES'. 
Acknowledgements should be placed at the 
end of the article with a separate heading. 

8. References should follow the Publication Man
ual of the American Psychological Association 
(5th ed., 2001). Examples of citations are: 

The theory was first propounded in 
1970 (Larsen, 1971). 

Larsen (1970) was the first to pro
pound the theory. 

Examples of references are: 

Fisse, B. (1989). The proceeds of the 
Crime Act: The rise of money laun
dering, offences and the fall of princi
ple. Criminal Law journal, 13, 5-23. 

Zelinski, E.M., & Gilewski, M.J. (1988). 
Memory for prose and aging: A meta
analysis. In M.L. Howe & C.J. 
Brainerd (Eds.), Cognitive develop
ment in adulthood (pp. 133-158). 
New York, NY: Springer-Verlag. 

9. Authors are expected to check the accuracy of 
all references in the manuscript before sub
mission. It may not be possible to submit 
proofs for correction. 

10. While manuscripts are subject to editing, the 
Australian Guidance Counselling Association 
does not hold itself responsible for statements 
made by contributors. 

11. Copyright of articles published in this journal 
ordinarily remains vested in the authors. The 
Executive, however, reserves the right to grant 
permission for reproduction of excerpts 
on special occasions such as specific teaching 
use with limited circulation or where it is not 
possible to contact authors. 
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